Analgesic synergy of neurotensin receptor subtype 2 agonist NT79 and morphine.
Neurotensin (NT) is a tridecapeptide with naloxone-independent analgesic action. NT exerts its effects through three molecularly cloned receptor subtypes, NTS1, NTS2, and NTS3. The analgesic efficacy of NT agonists depends on their activation of NTS1 and/or NTS2. NT79 is an NTS2-selective agonist without hypothermic and hypotensive effects, produces analgesic effects in animal models of visceral (writhing), but not thermal (hot plate) pain. This study extends previous study with NT79 to test its efficacy in an animal model of persistent pain (formalin test) and to determine whether there is analgesic synergy between NT79 and morphine on visceral and persistent pain. NT79 enhanced the analgesic potency of morphine in the writhing test. In the persistent pain model, NT79 and morphine attenuated formalin-induced lifting and biting during the inflammatory phase. NT79 and morphine alone significantly blocked the lifting but not the biting response, which involves the activity of spinal nociceptive circuits. However, the combination of NT79 and morphine attenuated both lifting and biting responses, results indicating both spinal and supraspinal modulation of persistent nociception. Isobolographic analyses show analgesic synergism between NT79 and morphine in persistent pain, thus providing a promise of therapy for pain while minimizing adverse effects associated with morphine use.